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Welcome to the Hardcore Issue

So, here it is − The Hardcore Issue. It’s been a while since the last issue and for that I’m very sorry. We lost some people 
along the way, went on a micro-world-tour, I lost my favourite hat and job, but most importantly we got dicked around a 
fair bit by people that are too far away to throw bricks at (not that we’d do something like that).

A really important development is that you can now click on various items that take you to the respective websites. So if 
you see something you like, click on it and we’ll do the rest.

The way that we approached The Hardcore Issue was to try to find, collect and collaborate with people that push the 
boundaires in their chosen fields − people that go beyond the normal conventions of whatever they do. We got a lot of 
tits and arse sent in and I knew that was going to happen. It was sad to see the lack of imagination within the creative 
environment. But we got together with the people that we feel reflect our idea of being hardcore.

And what we did get was another amazing collection of art, design, music, fashion and hooliganism, great interviews, 
great artwork and great writing. This issue has a lot more writing than the previous one and I hope you enjoy it.

There’s a new addition to the Bones family and that is Parusha Lewis. You’ll read her work and be left wanting more. 
She’s just moved back here from Cape Town and we see big things for her this year so remember where you saw her 
first.

Right then, on with the show. I hope you enjoy and a really big thanks to everyone whose taken part. No bad words for 
the people who let us down. 

Omar Karim 

Editor-not-a-chief
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Frank 151’s collaboration with New 
Era has yielded one of our favourite 
Hats. Well, I haven’t actually got one, 
but I’ve got a picture of one sello-
taped over my girlfriend’s picture in 
my wallet, and have taken to taping 
them over all the faces in my ‘special’ 
night time magazine. 

It’s simple and I think that if Jack the 
Ripper was into street wear he would 
definitely be rolling with one of these 
as he crept around the east end. And 
they’d have to change his name to 
Jack the Merker or something.

Frank 151 is a label, brand, market-
ing outfit, magazine, etc run by two 
brothers, Mike and Stephen Malbon. 
They moved to NY and setup shop. 
The magazine features upcoming art-
ists, fashion and other kinds of stuff. 
They’ve got their fingers in all kinds of 
pies and, to be honest, it’ll be inter-
esting to see what else comes out of 
Frank 151’s camp.

I was hoping that Frank 151 was a 
really geezer, then we could of made 
him kick the shit out of the other 
Frank, the one from the TV, the one 
you have to call up if you’ve over done 
it. I hate him. I hate him so much.

www.frank151.com

FRANK 151

Trackers are the real old school way of 
making computer music – putting your 
samples into columns and using hex 
code to affect all kinds of parameters. 
Trackers are super-versatile and have 
been around since the days of the 
Amiga with the legendary OctaMED. 

Renoise, our favourite tracker, is like 
an old school tracker in its look and 
feel, but I guess it’s like if you’d kid-
napped OctaMED and pumped it full 
of steroids. Renoise has just upgrad-
ed. The new features are great. They 
give you the ability to draw your own 
waves. It’s free to try and if you want 
it, it’s super cheap and really easy to 
use.

www.renoise.com

RENOISE

http://www.frank151.com/
http://www.renoise.com


Rise Of The Footsoldier

After Football Factory we had Green Street, which was 
perhaps the biggest pile of cinematic excrement ever. My 
opinion might stem from the fact that West Ham is my 
manor and my team, and to have a Manc playing the top 
boy of the West Ham firm and getting on the tube at Bank 
station, when it’s like a hour from Upton Park, is a load of 
bollocks. 

OK, OK, I’m just getting pissed off for nothing. It was 
just that it made West Ham look shit. I mean there was a 
fucking hobbit getting in the ICF (Inter City Firm – West 
Ham’s hooligan outfit), not a good look man. But I’ve just 
seen a brilliant film called Rise Of The Footsoldier, based 
on a true story about Carlton Leach, one of the top boys 
of West Ham’s football terraces, and his accent through 
the criminal aspects of London and Essex – looking after 
doors around and then getting accused of being the 
fourth Essex Boy (the gangland slayings of that happened 
in Rettenden in 1995). 

All I can say is buy the DVD! It’s a great film. It’s got 
hot Bovril being thrown in someone’s face, ecstasy, 
hooliganism and meat pies and perhaps the best 
restaurant scene in any film. His involvement in the 
criminal aspects of the early ‘rave’ scene in London 
and Essex are brilliantly portrayed in this film. Seeing a 
meat-head take his first pill is well worth the watch. The 
whole thing ends up being a roller-coaster that just keeps 
getting scarier and scarier. By the end, you’re left feeling 
glad that the murders stopped the ride and more people 
didn’t lose their lives. As an aside, the violence is plentiful, 
but glamorised, and you end up just wanting it to stop. 
But don’t worry, the film has a spark of east-end humour 
running through it – the 80’s fashion and some of the 
haircuts look like they should’ve been kept in vaults man.

www.riseofthefootsoldier.co.uk

Its the Rockers Nyc

Here’s a sneak peak at a couple of Tees from Rockers 
NYC’s Spring/Summer ‘08 collection. The musically 
inspired designs include a 2-tone special and my 
favourite Talking Heads inspired T-shirt. They will be 
available in March at all Rockers NYC stockists. If you 
can’t wait that long then have a look at their site and try 
to mix the two Rockers’ radios. I cant do it yet!

Props to Hypebeast. That’s where we heard about them!

www.rockersnyc.com

www.hypebeast.com

http://www.riseofthefootsoldier.co.uk
http://www.rockersnyc.com
http://www.hypebeast.com


Guerilla Drive-In Movies
The Guerilla Drive-in phenomenon has been going on for 
a few years now, like the drive-in movie theatre of old, 
people drive up and watch movies together. The modern 
day version works by finding a good location, setting up a 
projector and transmitting the sound through a small FM 
transmitter.

It’s a US phenomenon that we think should really be 
bought over here, to the UK. It would be wicked to 
watch a movie out in the open air, you know, foster a bit 
of a community sprit or something. In fact, if we find a 
projector, we’ll do it. And the films that are in the public 
domain are plentiful. 

Right, so it’s a plan. Bones will do a Guerilla Drive-in. 
Though we ain’t got a car so maybe a Guerilla Walk-in. 
Though, we haven’t got a projector for that matter either. 

But, I’m sure we’ll find a way, baby!

Calourette boutique
It’s a wicked boutique in Paris. I’ll give you the address in a 
bit but first let me tell you how we found out about it. Our 
homeboy Olivier Stak told us about it. Great story. They 
stock some really unique jewellery, clothes and footwear 
from people like Patrick Moreau, Chanoir 1980 and Ketty 
Sean along side some super fit brands like Schmoove and 
Spring Court. If you can find that stuff in London, well, 
you’re better shoppers than we are and we’ll spit in your 
faces. 

Calourette Boutique

27 rue du Bourg Tibourg 75004 Paris  
Tel : 01 48 04 08 25

http://www.myspace.com/calourette


Old tunes you need to listen to

Yes, it’s a classic. And what an album. 
Listen to the track Winnipeg Is A 
Dogshit Dildo, maybe on the way to 
work. It starts sounding like Gabba 
but keeps evolving and changing, 
leaving you with nothing to cling on to. 
And it really pisses people off on the 
tube. Great, they piss me off reading 
celebrity news so my comeback is 
playing this album on my phone like a 
hood rat.

Cunt Records, perhaps the most 
hardcore label ever, created by Drokz. 
It’s now defunct but you can still pick 
up some tunes from discogs. Try 
to get hold of a copy of this record 
Killing Britney And Celine E.P, which is 
the closest you’ll get to a Gabba love 
that makes sense.

venetiansnares.com discogs.com/label/cunt+Records

Track B2 is the best hardcore/gabba 
track ever written. No question. 
Released in 1995 on Industrial 
Strength Records. This is Austrailian 
Gabba at its finest. The lyrics, 
amazing. If you ever want to dump 
someone, play this down the phone. 
Then, maybe, tie a copy to a brick... 

industrialstrengthrecords.com

DJ Assault is the kingpin of Booty 
Bass. You may remember his classic 
tune Ass & Titties from the massive 
album Belle Isle Tech. The Detroit-
based producer is still putting big 
tunes and this mix is well worth the 
$9.99. That’s like a quid or something. 
Proper summer music.

djassault.com

The Valentines were a 1950’s do-wop 
band and I stumbled on to one of their 
tunes a while ago and I can’t seem to 
get the track out of my head − Guns 
Fever (Blam Blam Fever) on the Trojan 
Rude Boy Box Set. It’s a blinding tune 
with luscious lyrics.

last.fm/music/The+Valentines/

The best diss track ever is on this 
CD. If you haven’t heard it, then you 
need to, especially if you still idolise 
Micheal Jackson. Billie Jean 2005 
is fucking sick. I can’t say any more 
other than get this tune. I played it 
at a party a while ago and it made 
a girl cry. Then she threw a drink on 
the decks. (If you’re reading this girl, 
you’re a fucking stupid bitch).

psychologicalrecords.com

http://www.venetiansnare.com
http://www.discogs.com/label/cunt+records
http://www.last.fm/the+valentiens/
http://www.industrialstrengthrecords.com
http://www.djassault.com
http://www.psychologicalrecords.com


News Knitter is a project Ebru Kurbak and Mahir M. Yauz from the University of Art and Design Linz.

“News Knitter is a data visualization project which focuses on knitted garments as an alternative medium to visualize 
large scale data.”

Essententially The News Knitter project works by collecting Information from daily political news feeds from various 
sources on the internet over a given period the data is then analysed, filtered and converted into a unique visual pattern 
which is then transmitted to a computerised knitting machine, creating a sweater that is unique to that moment in time. 

“The patterns are designed by individuals generally depending on the current trends of fashion and the intended target 
markets and multiplied through mass production. News Knitter translates this individual design process into a world-
wide collaboration by utilizing live data streams as a base for pattern generation. Due to the dynamic nature of live data 
streams, the system generates patterns with unpredictable visuality.”

This is a truly original idea, and the outcome is visually arresting. wejust hope that they commericalise it and we can buy 
news sweaters that we could read on the way to where ever. They exhibited them a while ago at  Ars Electronica 2007 
campus2.0.

http://casualdata.com/newsknitter/

News Knitter

http://casualdata.com/newsknitter


James Jean
James Jean is an L.A based illustrator and his work is on another level. The kind of work, that you know even if you 
trained, like the Russian from Rocky 4 at drawing, you’d still not even come close to, and then you’d just have to work 
out a way of not being jealous. I just try to enjoy it now. 

James has already published two books and will be releasing a postcard book published by Chronicle.  It should be in 
stores either late summer or autumn of 2008.

Have a look around his website and enjoy James’s talent. That’s probably what Miucca Prada did. James was 
commissioned and has collaborated on everything from the back drop of the Spring Show right up to the wallpaper 
for the Prada Beverly Hills and Soho stores. His work sells out super fast on his website, but you can pick up a print 
relatively cheaply. So get one. Hang it up and learn not to be jealous.

www.jamesjean.com

Prada Wallpaper for Beverly Hills and SoHo Epicenter stores. 2007TRIKE Ultrachrome Print on Cotton Rag paper. Images James Jean

http://www.jamesjean.com


Cassandra Laign draws using pencils. The interesting thing is that she draws on a large scale. Some of her work 
measuring 272 x 130 cm. She’s based in Melbourne and, well, we’re not really eloquent enough to describe her work 
well enough to do it any justice. We are stupid. So, here’s something somebody else said that we agree with. 
P.S. Her work is beautiful. Go and have a look at some more.

“We are coming to understand the concept of a far more developed animal capacity for pleasure and creativity than 
could ever have been imagined, as Darwinian theory is updated and artists such as Cassandra Laing read Nature as 
willingly as Artforum.”

Excerpt from Sherman Galleries catalogue essay for Voiceless: I feel therefore I am (Feb 2007) by Charles Green (artist/
curator/academic)

www.cassandralaing.com

Cassandra Laing
Fortune-teller (it will all end in stars), 2007

http://www.cassandralaing.com


If I was going to be an artist I’d like to be one as hardcore as Trevor Paglen, Régine at We Make Money Not Art wites

“Military have all sorts of patches, icons and insignia. They reveal anything that they do or are. These markers of 
identity and program heraldry begin to create a peculiar symbolic regime when they depict one’s affiliation with what 
defense-industry insiders call the “black world”.

The symbols and insignia shown in Paglen’s Symbology series provide a glimpse into how contemporary military units 
answer questions that have historically been the purview of mystery cults, secret societies, religions, and mystics: How 
does one represent that which, by definition, must not be represented?

Both the icons and words used on the patches are weird. “Alone and on the Prowl”, sometimes with inside jokes 
“Gustatus Similis Pullus” (Tastes Like Chicken); “Doing God’s works with other people’s money,” NOYFB (None of Your 
Fucking Business), etc.

You can see some of these patches until February at the Transmediale exhibition which runs until February 24 at the 
House of World Cultures in Berlin...“

The rest of the article is well worth the read and you can get there by click the links below.

www.paglen.com

www.we-make-money-not-art.com

Trevor Paglen

NRO Dragon patch. Image Trevor Paglen

http://www.paglen.com
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com


This Issue’s photography section is see’s the work of Sara 
Noble. Sara is an all round creative genius, working in 
more creative mediums than we even knew exsisted. But, 
its her photography that we’re showcasing. 
Enjoy

Sara Noble











Years ago, if you were hardcore, you 
were involved in some pretty deep 
shit – living life on the fringes of 
society, not giving a fuck about what 
was popular or the ‘in thing’. Non-
conformist, hardcore lifestyles were 
for the true diehards who were willing 
to risk being ostracised by society 
for what they loved – whether it was 
graffiti, punk music, tunnel infiltration, 
porn or any other subculture that was 
frowned upon by society at large.

For decades, real hardcore porn 
was outlawed in most of the Western 
world – porn shoots took place in 
total secrecy. Its stars were at risk 
of serious criminal charges and 
were under constant threat of arrest. 
Ron Jeremy (undoubtedly, the king 
of hardcore porn) was investigated 
by the FBI, for his involvement in 
the formative years of the US porn 
industry. But he stayed strong, kept 
it going – filming in secret locations, 
dodging the police and keeping the 
underground porn movement alive, 
until it was legalised.

Likewise, graffiti was a very difficult 
subculture to gain access to. In 
the 80s, fair enough, you could go 
down to a writer’s bench and find 
x amount of the top vandals in any 
given town. But to actually get down 
with these people, go to train yards 
and do some damage, was another 
story. Back then, it was almost 
exclusively an illegal pursuit. You’d 
live the hardcore lifestyle from the 
time you woke up until you went to 
bed, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

That was it, GRAFFITI. Steal your 
paint, bomb the top deck of the 
bus, bomb the tubes inside and 
out, sneak into yards, get chased 
by the Old Bill, get raided by BTP 
– real hardcore living that infected a 
generation. Everything was done in 
secret. Sure, Subway Art revealed 
some of the methods writers use, 
but there was still so much that was 
shrouded in mystery – that graffiti 
really was an enigmatic culture that 
was penetrated by very few.

Nowadays, however, the term 
hardcore is losing its sting. The true 
meaning of hardcore, in my humble 
opinion, is being eroded.

The main perpetrator behind this 
dilution of hardcore is the Internet, 
and anyone who wants to buy into 
a subculture that they never would 
have had access to if it wasn’t for the 
Internet.

Anything you can think of from 
the darkest, sickest porn, to the 
strangest, most out-there tunnel 
explorers, branches of Al Qaeda, 
brain-washing cults, month-long 
raves in deepest Ukraine and 
everything else in between. The only 
limit, really, is your imagination. Ok, 
so you might still have to try and 
infiltrate some of these subcultures 
that are so freely available, but how 
many of today’s youngsters learned 
everything they know about the 
subculture they represent through 
the Net? Quite a few, is my guess.

OR, INTERNET KILLED THE GHETTO SUPERSTAR

Text: Frank Castle





How can you ever call yourself a 
hardcore graffiti writer, when all you 
did was log on to Google, type in 
graffiti, find an online shop, order 
your ‘Trackside Pack’ – containing 6 
silvers, 6 blacks, a mask and gloves 
– and then used Google Earth to find 
directions to the best trackside plot 
in your area?

Likewise, how can you call yourself 
a true exponent of the underground 
Cataphile movement in Paris, if all 
you did was log on to the Net, look 
up the Catacombs and get in touch 
with some guys who agreed to show 
you the secrets of Paris’ underbelly?

In the 21st century a hardcore way of 
life can often be contrived – many try 
to tick all the boxes, replicate what’s 
already gone before them and live 
out their so-called hardcore lifestyle, 
according to the rules and guidelines 
they read on the Net, rather than 
simply living and breathing it.

That’s not to say that every young 
person out there can’t be a diehard. 
Far from it, but nowadays it’s very 
rare to find an authentic case, and 
even rarer to see it maintained. We 
live in an age where everyone has to 
conform – even the most rebellious 
individuals find it difficult to fight 
against the unstoppable force of 
conformity. It’s nigh on impossible to 
defeat, so why not go with the flow, 
eh?

We’ve all done it – dyed our hair 
black and gone goth, got a tattoo, 
painted a train, injected heroin, 
joined in with ten other guys to fuck 
a whore on camera… Whatever it 
was that you did, with the intention 
of becoming a hardcore rebel, going 
against the grain of society, you 
went out and did it. But it’s all been 
done before, only more authentic, 
more original – with no agenda, just 
straight up real – so it was pointless, 
right?

In 2008, I truly believe that the 
real hardcore fuckers are the ones 
holding down a 9-to-5 and still doing 
their own thing on the downlow. 
Representing their true beliefs, while 
fooling society at large into believing 

they’re just another conformist 
number. Infiltrating the old boy’s 
network, the UK’s elitist institutions, 
playing the game, but winning. Why? 
Because we haven’t lost our essence. 
We may be physically trapped in 
the rat race, but our brains run on 
different fuel and, when we have our 
own time and space, we let loose.

There’s a whole generation of new 
hardcore rebels out there leading that 
double life – working hard, keeping 
up the façade and enjoying a large 
slice of hardcore.

In essence, what I’m trying to say 
is, hardcore – whatever it is you’re 
doing in terms of lifestyle or mentality 
– is something that you really can’t 
buy into. Hardcore is an old school 
mentality and a way of doing things 
that many aspire to, but few can 
replicate. Those that do manage it, 
are either ostracised or so deep in 
the ‘Matrix’ that you’ll never know.

Images: MIB 3



Does the act of looking for love ever 
end in finding a loving relationship?

 Likewise, does the act of 
searching for a job lead to finding the 
one you’ve always wanted?
In my experience, looking for love 
does not in any way manifest a loving, 
beautiful relationship. If anything, 
potential love interests are repelled 
by determination (often read as 
desperation) or the abundance of 
keen.

Right now, I am applying for 
all the jobs that I can find 
on the Guardian website, 
Monster.com, Reed, Gumtree, 
Holdthefrontpage, Journalism.co.uk, 
Journalismjobsinlondon.blogspot, 
PFJ, and more. I have been doing this 
everyday for the last three weeks and 
have had three fruitless job interviews.
This search for jobs reminds me of 
when I was single and went on few-
and-far-between one-off dates that 
were a total waste of time apart from 
lifting my spirits temporarily during the 
prospective sms-ing phase. Looking 
back, I seemed to amble along, 
happily most of the time. Then often I 
limped, wounded on the playing field 
(intended outcome not met). 

While injured, I would interview my 
seemingly venerable, oh-so-happy 
friends (credibility gained by excelling 
at their coupled lives).
 
 What could I be doing that 
pushes boys away, I asked. Is there 
something fundamentally wrong 
with me? Don’t I seem like a nice 
person? To which they’d reply, ‘Off 
course you’re nice, you’re a lovely 
girl, and if I were a guy I would want a 
girlfriend like you.’ That always made 
me happy, and with my ego mildly 
inflated by the thought of hypothetical 
success I’d think, ‘ I just haven’t found 
the right one yet, that’s all.’ Then, I’d 
carry on looking for that elusive love.

With hindsight I realise that seeking 
out love is rather quixotic, unless you 
are an ugly British man on holiday 
in south east Asia, out to bag a Thai 
bride. In this case, the fact that you’re 
35, work in a post room and live with 
your parents, won’t do anything but 
bump up your status. You will exude 
an air of respect for your family 
(elaborate on the truth a bit, if you 
wish, and you’ll be seen as the head 
of the household taking care of your 
ageing folks, not visa versa).

THE LONG-WINDED GUIDE TO FINDING A JOB ANYWHERE

Text: Parusha Lewis



Now back to real life, where most of 
us are not wan semi-illiterate (albeit 
occasional flip-age of the Sun is a 
good read) rulers of fictional fiefs. 
In our world we buy the Saturday 
Guardian and the Sunday Observer 
and spend the whole week thinking 
about the things we’ve read like 
eating organic, buying fair trade, not 
drinking too much, dwelling on the 
fact that we are failing hopelessly at 
our New Year’s resolutions and that 
we need to do more exercise. In this 
world, having a meaningful job that 
is related to your three to four year 
degree or that gives your life some 
meaning is seen as critical. 

 Bar jobs and waitressing 
are seen as a way of coping with 
unemployment not the elimination 
of it. When all your friends are doing 
exciting, interesting, challenging 
things in their careers, unemployment 
is death to self-esteem.

 Similarly, being single when 
all your friends are wittering on 
about how wonderful it is to be in 
love or engaged or married makes 
even vivacious single life seem like a 
shallow unending aeon.Now having 
gone through the transition from the 
barren lands of singledom to the 
land of plentiful that is mutual love, 
I can say the key to success is NOT 
wanting a relationship. This law has 
been written about by among others 
Deepak Chopra, celebrity lifestyle 
guru, and echoed by Rhonda Byrne, 
author of the it’s-amazing-you-have-
to-read-it ‘The Secret’.

 Not wanting something 
seems to bring it to you. For example, 
when you don’t want to be single, 
you always end up being single. And 
I believe this applies to jobs. I’m 

going to give it a trial test and see if 
it works. The perfect job, where I am 
valued, can be creative, am paid well, 
treated with respect and can develop 
my skills, well, I just don’t want it. In 
fact I’d hate to have a job like that. I’m 
experiencing the same level of hatred 
I had to the idea of a relationship 
just before I met Pete. In the period 
preceding our first encounter, I was 
happy, I focused on all the things 
that gave me joy, I went to evening 
classes, read a lot and chanted, 
which I believe created the space for 
my now perfect relationship.
So anyway, I’m off to apply this new 
theory so good bye. In the meantime 
maybe you should give it a go too 

– meaningful job, meaningful 
job is not for me. Om, om, no 
employment, om, om, how I love thee 
unemployment, om om.

Sky over France, 2007





Why did you change from making 
traditional graffiti letters to the style 
that you have created now?

Pour moi le graffiti n’a rien de 
“traditionnel”, c’est un art en 
mouvement c’est a dire qu’il se 
reinvente a chaque fois et qu’il peu 
prendre toutes les direction et toutes 
les formes, il n’y a pas de regles 
! Je peins toujours des lettres (...
que j’essaie de faire “differentes” 
afin qu’on puisse facilement les 
differencier de celles des autres 
graffiteurs ! ) mais dans ce que vous 
qualifiez de “graffiti traditionnel” il y 
a aussi : des personnages et du fond 
! il se trouve juste que j’aime separer 
ces trois elements et varier la façon 
de les presenter : le lettrage peut etre 
sur un train alors que le personnage 
sera peint dans une galerie et que 
le fond sera symbolisé par une serie 
de photos d’exploration d’usine 
abandonnée ! 
 
Can you tell us how being in P2B 
effected your art and your style?

Why did you change from making 
traditional graffiti letters to the style 
that you have created now?

For me, graffiti can’t be “traditional,” 
graffiti is an “art-in-movement.” 
It re-discovers itself all the time 
and it can take every directions, 
all forms. There’s no rules! I’m 
still painting letters (I’m trying to 
make them “different,” to be easily 
recognise[able] in between the 
other writers!) But in what you call 
“traditional graffiti,” there are also 
characters and background. I just 
like to separate those three elements 
and try to find different approaches 
to show them: the letters can be on 
a train, the character in a gallery and 
the background can be only pictures 
of an abandon[ed] factory!

Can you tell us how being in P2B 
affected your art and your style?

The leader of the P2B is RCF1. He 
always was an “avant-garde” writer 
with ’is own style and culture and 
he understood, since the beginning, 

Text: Bones

We were lucky enough to catch with a legend and a  very appropriate person 
for the hardcore issue Honet is a parisian artist and explorer . He is at the 
forefront of graffiti, creating new styles and ideas. Enjoy.

Honet



Le “leader” des P2B : RCF1, a 
toujours été un graffiteur un peu 
“avant guardiste” avec son propre 
style et sa propre culture et il a tout 
de suite compris l’interet de créer 
un groupe qui reunierait tous les 
outsiders du graffiti, peu importe s’il 
peingnent des murs, des trains ou en 
galerie tant qu’ils ont du talent et qu 
ils ne correspondent pas aux “criteres 
de selection” des autres groupes ( 
ces groupes cherchent plutot a reunir 
des mecs ayant le meme style et qui 
ont les meme centres d’interets ! ). 
Le resultat est que chaque membre 
recherche davantage a se differencier 
des autres et a innover et donc a etre 
plus créatif, plutot que de se fondre 
dans le moule !
Au final la seule chose qui nous reunis 
est notre amitié et l’envie de passer 
du bon temps ensemble autour de la 
peinture !

You merge the world of vandals with 
the world of art, why?

Pour moi c’est la meme chose, je 
suis un “graffiti-artiste” : je ne ferais 
pas d’expositions sans mon passé 
de “vandal” ou de “peintre sur train” 
et je ne peux pas etre creatif si je 

the interest of creating a group of 
“graffiti outsiders.” Doesn’t matter 
if they’re painting trains, walls or 
doing exhibitions, [only that] they 
are talented and far from the other 
group’s criterions (the others are 
looking for guys with the same 
“attitude” and style!) The result was 
that [all] members [of P2B] were more 
focus[ed] on innovat[ion] and being 
different from the others, [which led 
to] more creatives [and] individualities 
such as Shun, Stak, Hoctez or Popay!
At least our common points are our 
friendship and spending good time[s] 
painting together! And now, [more 
writers have] joined the group: Sari, 
Soda, 2Mou, Var85, Poch, O’clock 
and Gues! 

You merge the world of vandals with 
the world of art. Why?

[It’s] the same for me: I’m a “Graffiti-
Artist.” I can’t be good in an exhibition 
show without my “vandal” past; 
painting on trains. And I can’t be 
creative anymore if I go too far 
from my pure graffiti bases! One 
[side] can’t exist without the other. 
Just at [the] moment I need to be 
“recognised” by another audience, 



m’eloigne de mes bases de graffiti pur ! L’un ne peut pas 
aller sans l’autre...
Juste a un moment j’ai eu besoin de “reconnaissance” et 
de changer de publique. Je me suis aussi sentie le devoir 
d’expliquer ( aux autres mais aussi a moi-meme ) mes 
motivations, ma passion, mes angoisses, bref....ma vie de 
graffiteur ! 
Trouver une raison a tout ça, autre que la folie ! 
Exploration is a consistent theme in your works, what do 
you find so interesting about the eastern Europe and other 
underdeveloped countries?
Le graffiti est avant tout une aventure, le plus important 
est le reperage d’un lieu et comment y acceder. Mais avec 
le temps on a envie d’etandre la zone de ses recherches, 
de decouvrir de nouveaux endroits, de nouveaux dangers 
et je pense que les pays de l’est symbolisent assez bien 
un univers tres urbain, mysterieux et austere mais où le 
graffiti n’est pas encore considéré comme un “crime” ( 
comme dans beaucoup de pays dit “civilisés” ! )
Ces pays sont de fantastiques terrains de jeux pour 
l’action et quoi de plus efficace qu’une peinture en 
couleurs au milieu d’un decor froid et gris ? 

In some of the galleries on your website we see amazing 
photos of concrete jungles and abandoned buildings with 
your art almost sneaking into the picture and then, finally 
reveling itself, what is the relationship between your art 
and the place that its done?
 
L’elegance ne tient pas seulement dans la qualité du bijou 
mais egalement dans le rafinement de son ecrin !
 
In the traditional sense, you are, perhaps one of the most 
prolific train writer in Europe, what drives you to remain 
consistent in train writing when many other train writers 
stop painting trains as soon as they start doing exhibition? 

Mon but n’a jamais été d’etre un artiste - le fait d’exposer 
dans une gallerie fait-il de vous un artiste ? - Artiste je 
pense l’avoir toujours été a partir du moment où je me 
suis mis a exprimer quelque chose de personnel dans ma 
peinture et que je me suis posé la question de “pourquoi” 

to grow a little bit. I need to explain to the people, and 
to myself, [what] my motivations, my passions, my fears 
[and] at least my life as a graffiti-writer [are about]! To find 
another way to escape, [other] than just “becoming mad.” 

Exploration is a consistent theme in your works. What 
do you find so interesting about eastern Europe and 
underdeveloped countries?

Graffiti is an adventure. The most important thing is to 
find a location and the way to go in there. But year after 
year you need to go further, to discover new places and 
territories, new dangers and eastern [European] countries 
perfectly symbolise this urban universe – mysterious and 
sad but where graffiti is still not considered a “crime” 
(like in our “civilised” countries!) The east is a fantastic 
playground for actions and what a nice grey background 
for our colourful paintings!

In some of the galleries on your website we see amazing 
photos of concrete jungles and abandoned buildings with 
your art almost sneaking into the picture and then finally 
revealing itself. What is the relationship between your art 
and the place that it’s done? 

The elegance is not only in the quality of the jewel but also 
in the refinement of his case!

In the traditional sense, you are perhaps one of the most 
prolific train writers in Europe. What drives you to remain 
consistent in train writing when many other train writers 
stop painting trains as soon as they do an exhibition? 

My goal never was to be an artist. Is the fact of being 
[exhibited] in a gallery what makes you an artist? I 
believe I became an artist when I started to really express 
something personal in my paintings and when I started 
to ask “why!” I wish to never enter into a “standard,” 
a tradition or a system. Graffiti makes me open my 
eyes about [the] infinity of possibilities, creativities and 
unexplored artistic landscapes. 





je faisais ça ! Je ne souhaite pas 
“rentrer dans un moule” ni m’inscrire 
dans une tradition ou un systeme 
social, non ! le graffiti m’a ouvert les 
yeux sur une infinité de possibilités, 
de creativité, de territoires artistiques 
encore inexplorés...je n’ai pas fait tout 
ça pour me laisser enfermer dans un 
cube blanc !

Ska, Punks, Chavs /Scallys, Mods & 
Ultras. how do these subcultures find 
there way into your work/world?

Je suis juste fasciné par ces cultures 
urbaines, c’est une de principale 
source d’inspiration, surement un 
attachement a mes souvenirs de 
jeunesse, dans les années 80. A 
cette epoque Paris etait divisée en 
“territoires”, c’etait la grande epoque 
des bandes, il y avait beaucoup de 
violence et d’insecurité mais en meme 
temps plus de libertés et le sentiment 
que tout n’etait qu’une grande 
aventure, un grand “jeux de role” 
avec ses personnages fantastiques, 
ses leaders charismatiques et ses 
creatures nocturnes ! 
 

I did not spend so much energy 
before [only] to make me now trapped 
into a “white cube!”

Ska, Punks, Chavs /Scallys, Mods & 
Ultras. How do these subcultures find 
their way into your work/world?

I’m fascinated by these subcultures. 
That’s one of my main inspirations, 
probably because it reminds me when 
I was young in the 80’s. At this time, 
Paris was separated into “territories.” 
It was the greatest time for crews and 
gangs, lots of violence and insecurity. 
But on the other hand, more freedom 
and this feeling that all that was just 
a big adventure, a big “role game” 
with fantastic characters, charismatic 
leaders and creatures of the night! 

What music are you listening to at the 
moment?

I like every kinds of music. I always 
listen to classical bands like the 
Beatles or the Pink Floyd, who are 
my favourites. But I keep an eye on 
the newcomers from electro, dark-
wave and minimal. Then lots of 



What music are you listening to at 
the moment?

Je m’interresse a toute sorte de 
musique, j’ecoute en boucle de 
grands classiques tel que les Beatles 
ou les Pink Floyd, qui sont mes 
deux groupes preferés, mais je suit 
de tres pres toutes les nouveautés 
en electro, dark-wave et minimal. 
Plus pas mal de vieux trucs français 
des années 80...en fait cela depend 
de mon humeur et de mes derniers 
voyages : en ce moment j’ecoute un 
obscure groupe d’electro française, 
le “syndicat electronique” et de la 
musique populaire russe ! 
 
What influence the choice of dress 
that you put on your characters and 
why do they always look to the left? 

Je travaille surtout sur la symbolique, 
le “dessin” n’a qu’un interret limité 
pour moi - je ne sais pas vraiment 
dessiner - l’important est le message 
ou juste l’expression de mes 
sentiments et de mes angoisses ! 
c’est pour ça que je me contente 
souvent de juste refaire le meme 
personnage encore et encore ! 
 

What do you think you would be 
doing if you didn’t discover graffiti?

Le graffiti m’a offert un “masque” 
qui me permet de faire ce que je 
n’aurais jamais osé faire dans la 
vrai vie, grace au graffiti je deviens 
quelqu’un d’autre ! Sans cela ma vie 
aurait probablement été bien triste et 
ennuyeuse ! 

French oldies from the 80’s. In fact, 
it depends of my mood and my 
last travels. At the moment I like an 
obscure French electro band call 
“Le Syndicat Electronic” et some 
Russian pop music!

What influences the choice of dress 
that you put on your characters and 
why do they always look to the left?
 
I mostly work on the symbolism. 
The “drawing” itself doesn’t matter. 
I’m not really good at “drawing” 
– the most important [thing] is the 
message or just the expression of 
my feelings and my fears! That[’s] 
why the character is an excuse for 
painting. It’s always the same again 
and again! Only the details around 
make the difference and are the keys 
to understand[ing] the main concept.

What do you think you would be 
doing if you didn’t discover graffiti?

The graffiti offered me a “mask” 
[that’s] helping me to make all the 
thing[s] that I couldn’t do in real 
life. I’m becoming somebody else 
so eveything’s becoming possible! 
Without this, my life would have 
probably been really sad and boring!

What’s been your most interesting 
place to visit and paint?

There are a lot but I must admit that, 
actually, I fell in love with Russia. It’s 
a strange country where everything 
seems to be possible, everything can 
happen; a violent and euphoric land 
where people live in the instant and 



 Whats been your most interesting 
place to visit and paint?

il y en a beaucoup mais en ce 
moment je dois admettre que je suis 
tombé amoureux de la Russie, c’est 
un pays tres etrange, ou tout semble 
possible, tout peut arriver, un pays 
violent et euphorique ou tout se vit 
dans l’instant et la demesure...en 
fait le pays est une metaphore de ce 
qu’est le Graffiti ! 
 
Whats next for you?for you? 

Pour l’instant je me contente de 
profiter de la vie et de mes amis !

in excessiveness. In fact, the country 
is a metaphor for what graffiti is!

What’s next for you?

Right now I’m just enjoying life with 
my friends! I don’t need anything 
else...

All Images: Honet
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How did you get into the harder side 
of electronic music?

(Laughs) The amount of times I’ve 
answered this question… There was 
a crew of us (about 13 or 14 years of 
age) in our village in north Wales that 
used to DJ in each other’s bedrooms 
‘n put on under 18’s raves. We each 
played a different style, pretty much, 
and I was one of two that played 
gabber/harder hardcore. Dolphin 
used to hustle us at his record shop 
where we’d bunk off school and 
hang out. I’ve just stuck with it as 
it’s evolved and combined with other 
kinda genres (breakcore/hard dnb/
electronica etc). 

What are you listening to at the 
moment?

In my Winamp, there is the New 
Boxcutter, Glyphic, Wisp, Hounour 
Beats, Venetian Snares – my downfall 
– a heap of Enduser and Bryan Fury 
tracks, a lot of The Smiths and The 
Cure and a couple of WAVs from 
tracks I’m working on where I’m 
A-Bing them to other tunes.

What’s your view on the state of 
hardcore in the UK?

Hmmm… the state of core that I’m 
involved in, isn’t too bad  y’know. 
There are a lot of new nights and 
younger, fresher faces getting 
involved which wasn’t happening for 
a few years – it was kinda worrying. 
Now with the likes of our night, 
Drum Disciples (www.myspace.
com/drumdisciples) – Bangface, 
Crash Bang Wallop, Rollies for Mice, 
etc – spread out all over the country 
and doing their own thing i.e. some 
are just hardcore, some hardcore ‘n 
breakcore, some both, plus dnb/
jungle and some covering everything 
you could ever think of. Now, it’s 
doing well. It’s not huge but that’s the 

way it should be. The second it gets 
too popular, is the second it starts 
to feel shite, most probably. I like it 
underground, to an extent anyway, 
an ‘alternative’ kind of music. Does 
that sound rubbish? (Laughs) Yeah, 
probably.

We’ve heard that you’ve got a secret 
passion for Charlotte Church. What’s 
that all about?

Y’know, I’ve kinda forgot about 
Charlotte Church. Just wait till her 
programme’s back on TV though. 
I’m watching old reruns of the show 
‘Whose Line Is It Anyway’ at the 
moment, and my crush on Josie 
Lawrence has reappeared. I used to 
have a thing for her when I was a kid 
watching that show.

What makes UK hardcore so 
distinctive? 

I think Luke and Cobbie (Producer ‘n 
Hellfish) have a lot to do with it. That 
signature Deathchant kinda sound 
that erupted in the 90s is timeless 
and obviously legendary – so much 
raw energy and power. Those are two 
elements I always want in my core 
tracks. 

You can hear their influence in most 
UK producers’ music that do this 
shit. There are more influences 
from so many different genres and 
factors now though. The people 
that are good are really doing some 
outstanding work – Bryan Fury, 
Dolphin, Deathmachine, etc.

What did it feel like when you put a 
record out on Deathchant?

It was the best feeling. It was the 
first full track I’d written. I remember, 
sitting in my girlfriend-at-the-time’s 
parents’ study on their PC, chipping 
away for hours on end, through so 

Text: Bones

I came accross The Teknoist on 
recommendation from a girl that 
started argueing with me about the 
now defunct Cunt Records from 
Rotterdam. Anyone who’ll argue about 
that label will probably know what 
their on about, and bloody hell was 
she right. The Teknoist is one the UK 
top Hardcore ( a certain kind of core) 
DJ/producers and maybe the only 
one that isn’t allowed within 500m of 
a certain Miss Cruch. Brutality runs 
through his music, his relentless beats 
are known accross Europe and the 
US. And we got the chance to have 
a chat and talk about Ninja Columbo, 
Death Chant and he answers the 
question the eternal question...

“Will hardcore ever die?”

Read on son.

The Teknoist





many nights, using those really old, 
cheap-tape-walkman-headphones 
with the foam and thin metal strip. 
(Laughs). Then I took one of Greg’s 
(Dolphin) tracks that he’d been 
working on, off his desktop without 
telling him, and just sent the CD of 
both down to Cobbie. Greg then 
text me a week later saying, ‘We 
have a new EP on Deathchant??!’ I 
remember it pretty vividly.

Tell us what’s next with Ninja 
Columbo?

So much! New tracks from the usual 
suspects obviously, plus Bryan Fury 
to add to that, and also two guys I 
met called Michael J Rocks – huge 
acid jungle hardcore type stuff. 
They’re doing live sets with material 
that is more in the idea of Ninja 
Columbo that I have in my head than 
I could ever write. They played at 
my birthday last year and stole the 
show – sick, sick puppies. They’re in 
the process of actually finishing two 
tracks for me now. There are quite a 
lot of things on top of that but, tbh, I 
don’t want to jinx it (I usually do).

Why do you think that hardcore is 
more popular in mainland Europe 
than in the UK?

Umm, it’s kind of split evenly, in a 
weird way now, I think. The majority 
of raves that are more successful 
with core now aren’t normal raves 
like years ago, as I said. They’re 
more electronic music raves that 
specialise in alternative/heavier sides, 
whereas gabber was mainly in a shitty 
backroom of a cheesecore event like 
Hardcore Heaven or something like 
that. It’s just that they cater to more 
Dutch sounding gabber. Well, that’s 
what goes down best. Play anything 
experimental ‘n it’s not as popular.

By ratio though, I think it’s kind of 
even, except in Holland where again 
it’s more the traditional sounding 
‘gabber’ and not hardcore – there 
it’s known as ‘terror.’ (Laughs). The 
bigger more popular raves here, like 
Bangface, can rival the larger, similar 
nights in Belgium, like Breakcore 
gives me wood except for in capacity. 
I’m just kind of rambling now but 
I think I’ve (kind of) made a point. 
They don’t have UK cheesecore there 
either which is a bonus. (Laughs).

Will it ever be as popular here?
As I said, in a weird cult way, it is. It’s 
underground in all countries really, 
isn’t it, just more so in some countries 
than others. I like it here in the UK. 
Maybe a few more loyal people going 
to the smaller events ‘n then were 
okay.

Do you think that hardcore will ever 
die?

Fuck off. (Laughs).

One person you’d like to be left with 
in a dark room with a power tool of 
your choice?

Myself.

Three people you’d like to play at in 
rave?

Alan Partridge
The Real Steve French
Dan Ashcroft

Favourite place you’ve ever played?

Glade ‘07 & Bong Ras Wedding.

The Teknoist is touring as many 
countries as possible with brutal US 
hardcore group ‘Eustachian’ from the 
end of March to the end of May and 
is looking to fill dates. 

Email theteknoist@hotmail.com or hit 
www.fathme.com futher info. Theres 
2 tour eps out in March and April with 
tracks from both artists on each on 
labels Adnoiseam & Deathsucker.

www.myspace.com/ninjacolumbo

(Below)
Synaesthetic interpretation of The Teknoist

Images: Various
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DAZZLE
CAMOFLAGUE





Dazzle camouflage, also known as 
Razzle Dazzle or Dazzle painting, 
was a camouflage paint scheme 
used on ships, mainly during World 
War I. 

 At first glance it seems like an 
unlikely form of camouflage, drawing 
attention to the ship rather than hiding 
it but this technique was developed 
after the Allied Navy’s failure to 
develop effective means of disguising 
ships in all weather conditions. Dazzle 
therefore had a very specific purpose 
which was not to conceal the ship but 
to make it difficult for the enemy to 
estimate the target ship’s speed and 
heading. In doing so the idea was to 
disrupt the performance of the visual 
rangefinders used for naval artillery at 
the time. In other words, its purpose 
was confusion, rather than 
concealment

 The rangefinders were based 
on the co-incidence principle with 
an optical mechanism, operated 
by a human being to compute the 
range. The operator adjusted the 
mechanism until two half-images of 
the target displayed lined up into a 
complete picture. Dazzle camouflage 
was intended to make it hard to do 
this job because the clashing patterns 
would look abnormal even when the 
two halves were correctly aligned. 
This became even more important 
when submarine periscopes were 
developed which included similar 

Text: Darren Jones & Wiki



rangefinders. As an additional feature, 
the dazzle pattern usually included 
a “false bow wave” painted on 
which was intended to make a true 
estimation of the ship’s speed difficult.

Invented by the artist Norman 
Wilkinson, who served as a 
Lieutenant Commander on Royal 
Navy patrol duty, dazzle camouflage 
was first implemented on the 
merchant ship SS Industry, and HMS 
Alsatian became   
the first dazzle painted Navy ship in 
August 1917. The U.S. Navy adopted 
it, as one of several approved 
techniques, the next year.
All British patterns were different, and 
were first tested on small wooden 
models viewed through a periscope in 
a studio. Most of the model designs 
were painted by women artists from 
London’s Royal Academy of Arts. A 
foreman then scaled up their designs 
for the real thing. Painters, however, 
were not alone in the project. Creative 
people of all types including sculptors, 
abstract artists, and set designers 
served their countries by designing 
camouflage.

Dazzle camouflage’s 
effectiveness is not entirely certain. 
The British Admiralty eventually came 
to the conclusion that the scheme 
had no material effect on submarine 
attacks, but proved to be a morale 
boost for crews. American naval 

leadership expressed the dissenting 
opinion that dazzle camouflage was 
effective. Dazzle camouflage
continued to be used until the end of 
World War II.

However effective the scheme was 
in WWI, it eventually became largely 
obsolete as rangefinders became 
more advanced, and, by the time it 
was put to use again in WWII, the 
introduction of radar soon made 
it essentially useless in defeating 
naval gunnery. However, it may 
still have possessed some effect in 
confounding submarines. In a 1919 
lecture, Norman Wilkinson explained:

“The primary object of this scheme 
was not so much to cause the enemy 
to miss his shot when actually in 
firing position, but to mislead him, 
when the ship was first sighted, as 
to the correct position to take up. 
[Dazzle was a] method to produce an 
effect by paint in such a way that all 
accepted forms of a ship are broken 
up by masses of strongly contrasted 
colour, consequently making it a 
matter of difficulty for a submarine 
to decide on the exact course of the 
vessel to be attacked.... The colours 
mostly in use were black, white, blue 
and green.... When making a design 
for a vessel, vertical lines were largely 
avoided. Sloping lines, curves and 
stripes are by far the best and give 
greater distortion.”



Various Camoflague schemes.

images:unknow & wiki
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The Iconography of The Ultras

The Ultras are the hardcore of football 
supporters, mainly in Europe and 
parts of South America. Ultra is Latin 
for ‘beyond’ and that is the attitude of 
the movement, to go beyond the norm 
of football supporters.

The Ultras are synonymous to 
Italian football, where the scene is 
hugely popular and evident in most 
matches throughout the Series 
leagues. With huge banners, flares, 
smoke-grenades, mega-phones and 
all manor of flags. The Ultras have 
control of their own sections of a 
stadium. Singing, fighting, and above 
all, remaining loyal to the Curva (the 
stand where the group is located).

The visual aspect of the Ultras’ 
movement is more prominent than 
in other football-related subcultures 
such as the British hooligan firms. 
The Ultras are all about visual 
extravagance. They try to out-do the 
opposition, the ethos being bigger 
and bolder.

A lot of the banners and insignia are 
homemade, giving a characteristic 
feel to the letter-forms. Coloured 
card is also one of the Ultras main 
communication devices, creating 
terrace-wide moving displays, each 
supporter acting as a pixel, which is 
a good analogy for the way the Ultras 
operate, acting as a unified whole to 
support their teams and take on any 
opposition, namely other teams

and the police.
Hatred for the police is a common 
theme amongst the Ultras subculture. 
In Poland many flags carry the 
acronym CHWDP, which essentially 
means you’re telling a policeman that 
you’ll fuck him in the arse. But, that is 
a theme that runs through practically 
every young male subculture. 

The thing that is so interesting about 
the Ultras iconography is its range 
of influences, heavily steeped in 
political ideology, Ultras such as 
Lazio’s Irriducibili, Roma’s Roma 
Boys and TDR, Inter’s San Boys, Red 
Star’s Delije, Paris Saint Germain’s 
Boulogne Boys, Real Madrid’s Ultras 
Sur and Hajduk Split’s Torcida are all 
known for their use of contentious 

Text: Bones





insignia such as the Runic SS, skull 
and crossbones of the Schutzstaffel 
and the Swastika, arguably the most 
notorious logos of the 20th century. 

Other cultural references include 
imagery harvested from films like 
Kubricks’ A Clockwork Orange. In the 
early 90’s Juventus Ultras coalesced 
to form the Drughi, named after the 
gang in the movie and by the time 
it disbanded in 1996 it had nearly 
10,000 members. 

The Ultras are a culmination of various 
fashions and styles – Oi! Punk, the 
4-Skins classic track, A.C.A.B being a 
terrace favourite, elements taken from 
British hooligan-style of supporting 
their team – West Ham’s ICF is still 
glorified within the Ultras movement 
and the fallout from various socio-
political events – the war in Serbia 
saw terrace violence continued on to 
the battle field and now, in the wake 
of the war, that anger and energy has 
continued. Problems with the police 
and government in Italy has also 
attributed to the iconography of the 
Ultras.

It’s easy to see the way the red, white 
and black of recent European history 
still lingers on in a subculture that 
largely consists of young males. The 
loaded meaning of the various logos 
and the anti-establishment attitude 
serve as fertile ground for visual 
communication. 

Ultras in the stadium



Various Images of the Ultras around Europe
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A chat with SpeedRanch. Read it, its 
pretty amazing. Learn something.

I came across your work when 
someone played Molly’s reach 
around with v.snares at punk 
night, who are you working with at 
the moment?

I’M DE$TROYING, @ THE MOMENT 
AND PROBABLY  FOR ALL ETER-
NITY, CARDOPU$HER AND CA$EY 
CHAO$ IN GRINDHALLERXXX
 

You do a lot of collaborative stuff, 
what is it about collaborations that 
you enjoy?
 
U$UALLY TO BE ABLE TO BLAME 
$OMEONE EL$E IF IT GET$ A $HIT 
REVIEW. NAH, ERM... I THINK THAT 
OTHER PEOPLE$ INPUT/OUT-
PUT/MOOD$/CANDY/DRUG$/AL-
COHOL I$ A PART OF A WORK-
ING BODY.WHEN A MACHINE IS 
CREATED COMPONENT$ ARE 
ADDED AND WHEN THE RIGHT 
ONE$ ARE FOUND AND WORK IN 
UNI$ON WITH THE OTHER$ YOU 
HAVE FOUND A TRUE RELIABLE 
$OURCE OF MU$ICKAL $URVIVAL.
IT I$ A CUT THROAT,NA$TY WORLD 
THE MU$ICK BUI$NE$$, FULL 
OF SELFI$H SELF CENTERED 
EGOTI$TICAL UNIT$, PRETEND 
FRIEND$ AND MONEY MAKING 
REPUL$IVE ‘THING$’/HUMAN$... 
YOU NEED TO ACUMULATE GOOD 
ARMOR AND WE I BELIEVE,OR 
RATHER KNOW, HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GLIDE THRU ALL THAT 
SHIT AND THE$E REDUNTANT 
I$$UES ETC... THAT I$ PART OF THE 
AN$WER TO YOUR QUE$TION. IT’$ 
ON GOING REALLY, A$ ARE MOST 
OF ALL QUE$TION$ EVER WRITTEN.

Favourite person you’ve worked 
with and why?
 
THERE ARE QUITE A 
FEW, AND FOR VARIOU$ 
REA$ON$... BUT GRINDHALLER IS 
THE HAPPIE$TAND MORE IMPOR-
TANTLY FRIENDLIE$T  MU$ICAL 
ENVIRONMENT I HAVE EVER 
KNOWN OR BEEN A PART OF. 
LUIS[CARDO] IS MY SOULBROTH-

ER, FELLOW KILLAH SONG$MITH 
AND DE$TROYING FUKKAH MU$ICK 
BWOY!  WE JU$T KNOW THING$ 
AND $ITUATION$. CA$EY CHAO$ 
I$ ME. I AM HIM. WE ARE ONE. WE 
JU$T LIVED AND ARE $TILL LIV-
ING VERY $IMILAR LIVES AND HAVE 
A MIRRORED OUTLOOK ON WHAT I$ 
WHAT AND WHY?!
AARON FUNK/VENETIAN SNARES 
IS AMAZING ALSO. HE JUST 
BREATHES MU$ICK... HI$ OWN 
BRAND AND UNIQUE LIKE A FUK-
KAH KNOW$!!! ORIGINALITY IS A 
MIDDLE NAME FOR THAT GUY. HE IS 
A FUKKING ROLE MODEL PEOPLE 
SHOULD TAKE SERIOUS NOTICE 
OF.HE DOES THINGS RIGHT! A 
GREAT FRIEND AND A GOOD PER-
SON.
JAMES PLOTKIN: JIM IS JIM. JIM 
IS A GENIUS. I WAS A FAN OF HIS 
FOR YEARS AND IT WAS AN HONOR 
TO RECORD WITH HIM AND DAVE 
WITTE FOR 2 REMARKABLE LA-
BELS( IPECAC AND HYDRAHEAD)  
MAYBE AGAIN $OMETIME?

Your music strikes a chord across 
many harder genres of music and 
many borders, why do you 
think that is?
 
ABU$E I GUE$$...ABU$ING 
THING$... I REMEMBER JOHNNY 
THUNDER$ WOULD ONLY DO 
SOMETHING IF IT WAS 100%... OR 
NIKKI SIXX’S EXCESS WAS ON A 
SCALE EITHER 1 OR 10, NO 3’S OR 
8’S ETC...
THERE I$ AN HONE$TY AND EMO-
TIONAL COMPARI$ON A$$OCIATED 
AGGRE$$ION AND VIO-
LENT MU$ICK. A$K BRITNEY 
$PEAR$[WHAT MU$ICK $HE WOULD 
REALLY LIKE TO DO?] LYRIC$ ARE 
JU$T $TUPID REGRE$$ED OPIN-
ION$ OF IN$ECURE  NON$EN$E, 
AND PEOPLE OFTEN GET 
EMBARRA$ED ABOUT THESE 
MI$HAP$ AFTER THEY COMITT 
THEM$ELVES TO $UCH SELF DE-
GREDATION AND “ PLEA$E FEEL 
$ORRY FOR ME “ CRAP. ABU$E 
FUEL$ ABU$E. FUCK THEM.
LIVING LIFE HARD THRU MANY 
FORM$ AND FUNCTION$ I$ DEFI-
NATELY AN INFLUENCE TO MY OWN 
OUTPUT. OB$ERVING LIFE/OTHER 
PEOPLE/WAR/DRUG$/RACI$M/
MURDER-DEATH, ETC ETC...I HAVE 
$EEN ALL THI$ AND A LOT MORE. 
I TAKE IT AND TRAN$CRIBE IT 

INTO AN AUDIO REFLECTION OF 
WHAT I HAVE LIFE- WITNE$$ED, 
WHETHER IT BE A $TREET FIGHT 
IN JERU$ALEM OR POLI$H GANG$ 
FIGHTING HI$PANIC$. FOOTBALL 
HOOLIGAN$ KICKING AN OLD MAN 
IN THE HEAD. LIFE I$ NOT NICE OR 
A BOWL OF CHERRIE$. WHY THEN 
I$  ‘MUSIC’ IS PORTRAYED BY SIR 
ELTON JOHN AS A CELEBRATION 
OF ‘LIFE’... WELL DICKHEAD, THIS 
IS HOW I FUCKING WELL CEL-
EBRATE ELTON. I TELL IT HOW IT 
I$ , NOT HOW I WOULD LIKE IT TO 
BE. CARDOPU$HER WILL TELL YOU 
ALL HOW FUCKING ‘NICE’ IT I$ IN 
CARACA$. CA$EY WILL TELL YOU 
ABOUT ALL THE ‘NICE’ RACI$T 
$KINHEAD$ IN FLORIDA... MU$ICK 
I$, OR CAN HAVE AN AN AN$WER, 
IN IT’$ OWN NATURAL RIGHT AND 
OPINION. AGAIN ,YET ANOTHER AN 
ONGOING AN$WER.
 
 
What do you think you bring to 
music?

ATTITUDE... LIFE...FRIEND$HIP... EX-
PERIENCE... OBSERVATION$...
GLAMGRINDDEATHPUNKRAGGAEX-
TREME.

How did you hook up with 
CARDOPUSHER? 
 
WE BOTH WORKED IN THAILAND IN 
A $WEAT$HOP MAKING MANCHES-
TER UNITED TEAM STRIP$. FOR ‘ 
THE MAN...’ AND ‘TITTY BAGS’ FOR 
ENHANCING VICTORIA BECKHAMS 
RATHER PE’TIT’ BU$TER$.
NAH...  BASICALLY JU$T AN ADMI-
RATION FOR EACH OTHER$ WORK$ 
AND DRE$$ $EN$E.

What inspires you?

ACE PEOPLE... ACE CLOTHE$... 
AND MO$T OF THE ANSWER TO 
QUE$TION FOUR[4]

What can we expect from 
the GRINDHALLERXXX cd?
 
MO$T OF THE AN$WER TO 
QUESTION 4 AGAIN... IT I$ 
HARDCORE... IT I$ RAGGA... IT 
I$ NOI$E... IT I$ METAL... IT I$ 
GRIND/ DEATH... IT DEFINATELY 
I$ PUNK... IT I$ $PAZZ DANCING... 
ETC,,, IT I$ EVERTHING WE WANT IT 
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TO BE. IT I$ ALIVE AND IT 
FUCKING BITE$ YOUR $EN$E OF 
BEING. THI$ WILL BE AN 
ONGOING BAND/PROJECT AS WELL 
... IT JU$T I$ THE FUTURE OF WHAT 
YOU WANT IT TO BE. REAL.  IT I$ 
DESIGNED THAT WAY FROM EX-
PERIENCE. IT OOZE$ NECE$$ARY 
CHANGE AND FUTURI$TIC 
EMBRACE.$TATE OF THE PI$$ING 
ART TECHNOLOGY.  HEY, YOU 
CUNTS MADE THE $OFTWARE$, 
WE DON`T READ YOUR FUKKING 
MANUEL $ON, WE DO IT OUR 
WAY.  BE THERE OR BE $QUARE IN 
FACT. YOU KNOW YOU WILL BE AF-
FECTED BY IT. WE WILL USE CAU$E 
AND EFFECT$ $YNDROME MAINTA-
NENCE. GET READY TO FEEL HURT 
.LOVING WA$ NEVER $O EA$Y.

Who’s working on the remix record?
 
LOT’S OF PEOPLE. SOME I CAN-
NOT MENTION UNTIL THEY HAVE 
SAID YES 100%... BUT KRUMMI 
FROM MINUS, JAY AND SCOTT 
FROM AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED, 
ROTATOR, OTTO VON SCHI-
RACH, ETC... WHEN WE GET THE 
OTHERS[MO$TLY FROM THE CHAO$ 
SIDE OF THE CAMP] WE/ I WILL LET 
YOU KNOW.

The design work on your music is 
always great, do you have any input 
in that?
 
HYDRAHEAD DO THEIR OWN 
IN HOU$E DESIGN$ [AARON 
TURNER/I$I$ ] , BUT FOR ‘ATOM/
PHANTOM$MASHER’ JIM U$ED 
A RU$$IAN BRU$H ARTI$T. ‘MAK-
ING ORANGE THINGS’ WAS A GUY 
CALLED ATILLA WHO IS KINDA MIKE 
PARADINAS’S FRIEND...
I DID THE ‘EXECRATE’ COVER... AND 
RIK RAWLING WHO DOES MOTOR-
HEAD/ZODIAC MINDWARP COVERS 
DID THE ‘MIGRATE’ COVER. A GUY 
FROM BRIGHTON, CHARLEY, DID 
THE GRINDHALLERXXX LOGO WITH 
ME. I DO A LOT OF MY OWN $TUFF 
WITH HENTAI ARTI$T$. THERE ARE 
A LOT MORE COVER$/DE$IGN$ BUT 
I FORGET $OMETIME$ WHO DID 
WHAT.

What is it about noise that attracts 
you?
 

AGAIN QUE$TION 4 COME$ INTO 
EFFECT. LIFE. KNOWLEDGE. OF-
FENCE. PEOPLE ARE OFFENSIVE 
ANYWAY. OLD PEOPLE SAY WORDS 
LIKE ‘CUNT’ BELIEVE IT OR NOT.  
One person you’d like to be in room 
with, they’re tied down, you’ve got 
a hammer?

MC. ERM... I DUNNO. AND TO BE 
HONE$T I DON’T CARE BECAU$E 
MO$T OF THE PEOPLE I’D HIT 
WITH A HAMMER ARE KILLING 
THEM$ELVE$ $LOWLY ANYWAY 
THRU ALL FAULT OF THEIR OWN, 
$O FUCK THEM AND ALL THEY 
$TAN
D FOR. YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE. 
EAT ME .

What interests you in exploring 
the extreme side of culture, i.e. 
the movies, the music, the video 
games?
 
MENTALITY. SEEDING OF A GHO$T 
MOVIE VS.  INDIANA JONE$.... THE 
CLASH OF CULTURE$. FINDING 
OUT HOW PEOPLE AS ‘TRIBE$’ 
COMMUNICATE IN VARIOU$ BE-
HAVIOURAL PATTERN$. FOR IN-
STANCE WATCHING THE REACTION 
ON TRADITIONAL METAL PEOPLES 
FACES ON THE ISIS/AMEN TOURS 
WHEN I PLAY. WATCHING HOW A 
PER$ON/PER$ON$ TRY AND INTE-
GRATE INTO A NEWER VER$ION 
OF A COMPUTER GAME THEY 
ALREADY THOUGHT THEY HAD 
WORKED OUT. $AME WITH ALL 
TECHNOLOGY REALLY. I LOVE TO 
PU$H BOUNDARIES AND REALLY 
FUKKING $MA$H THE LIVING $OUL$ 
THAT MAY COME ACRO$$ THE 
CARNAGE. THERE IS A GENUINE 
‘HAPPY PILL’ AND IT IS CALLED ‘RIP 
YOUR LIFE APARTIZAN’. $4.99 AT 
ALL GOOD DRUG $TORE$. OR LICK 
ME. $TRANGE A$IAN MOVIE$ AND 
THEIR TITLE$ ARE A MA$$IVE PART 
OF MY ARMORY FOR MU$ICK WRIT-
ING. A MA$$VE INFLUENCE. MOVIE 
$AMPLE$ ALWAY$ FLOAT MY BOAT. 
THEY MU$TER UP PEOPLE$ MEMO-
RIE$ AND FEELING$, TO PLAY WITH 
AT RANDOM. FILM $OUNDTRAX 
ARE A PLETHORA OF INFLUENTIAL 
$OUN$CAPE$ READY FOR THE 
RIPPING AND KICKING MANGLING 
MACHINE. NEW$ BROADCA$T$ 
ARE ARMCHAIR $AFE VIEWING 
FOR MANY PEOPLE. I LOVE TO 
HEAR WHAT THEY $AY WHEN THEY 
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OPINION$.IT MAKE$ THEM FEEL 
BETTER/BITTER, SO THEY NEED A 
$OUNDTRACK AND WE DEFINATELY 
GIVE THEM THAT $IDE OF THE COIN! 
WHEN ‘MAKING ORANGE THINGS’ 
CAME OUT ON PLANET MU RECS, 
THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE WERE 
SO ANNOYED WITH THE WHOLE 
RECORD,LYRICS,AGGRESSION, 
CONSTANT PUMMELING AND BAT-
TERING OF THEIR HEADS THAT 
IT ENDED UP BEING MORE OF A 
WEAPON TO USE AS A WEAPON 
TO ABUSE MUSICALLY. THE OLD 
ADDAGE “ IF YOU HAVE UNWANTED 
VISITORS PLAY THIS RECORD 
ETC...” ON THE OTHER HAND IT 
WAS HAILED AS THE GREATEST 
NOISE RECORD EVER MADE AND I 
AGREE WITH THAT. NOT BECAUSE 
AARON AND I MADE IT, BUT BE-

CAUSE THE SONG STRUCTURES 
HE DID AND THE VOCALS I MADE 
WERE JUST FULL ON LIVING AND 
CONTAIN REALITY AS OPPOSED TO 
SADLY STRUCTURED NONSENSE. 
THI$ ALBUM HA$ A $HELF LIFE OF 
FOREVER MAN... IT IS REAL AND 
WILL NOT GO AWAY EVER! 
ANYONE CAN DO “NOISE” MER-
ZBOW DOES 473 CDS A WEEK. 
WE DID ONE AND IT SHITS ON 
ANYTHING THAT CHALLENGES 
IT BECAUSE IT IS THOUGHT OUT 
AND A LOT MORE THAN JUST 
HEARTFELT. WE WERE BOTH GO-
ING THRU CHANGES IN OUR OWN 
PERSONAL LIVES AND THE ANGER 
AND FEELINGS ALL CAME OUT IN 
THAT RECORD. THE SAME WITH 
GRINDHALLERXXX. LUIS LIVES IN 
CARACAS! WHERE? YEAH, EX-
ACTLY. THE PRESIDENT IS A CRACK 
ADDICT WHO FUCKS MENBOYS 
AND LIES TO THE PEOPLE TELLING 
THEM TO OBLITERATE EACH OTHER 
FOR ALL THE WRONG REASONS. 
WE NEVER KNOW THE TRUTH 

WITNE$$ A $O CALLED $HOOT-
ING FROM $OME MIDDLE EA$TERN 
COUNTRY FROM THE WARMTH 
OF THEIR OWN HOME/COMFY 
CHAIR, AS IF THEY REALLY KNOW 
WHAT THE FUCK THEY ARE TALK-
ING ABOUT OR HOW THE PERSON 
OR FAMILY INVOLVED ARE FEELING. 
THI$ INTERE$T$ ME AND FUEL$ MY 
WRITING NOT ONLY MU$ICKALLY 
BUT IN GENERAL. WHY ARE MORE 
AND MORE ROMAN CATHOLIC 
PRIEST$ BEING UNCOVERED AS 
PERVERT$? THEY KNOW GOD 
DON’T THEY. SOME PRIE$T$ IN 
SOME RELIGION$ ‘EAT’ THE FLE$H 
OF CHRI$T AND SOME DRINK THE 
‘BLOOD’ OF CHRI$T. I CANNOT 
GET MY HEAD ROUND THAT ONE. 
A LITTLE HELP?  OLD PEOPLE 
WORSHIP THEM BUT HATE ME? 
WHY? THIS INTERE$T$ ME. I WRITE 
MU$ICK ABOUT IT. WHAT DRIVE$ 
PEOPLE/ANIMAL$ TO GO IN$ANE? 
WHY DO SOME PEOPLE THINK I 
AM ON DRUG$? I HATE DRUG$. 
WHY DO MEN LIKE FA$T CAR$ AND 
MILLION DOLLAR $UIT$? THAT 
I$ INTERE$TING. WHY IS IT AC-
CEPTABLE FOR WOMEN TO HAVE 
$EX TOGETHER ? HOW COME A 
FULLY GROWN $TRONG $ENSIBLE 
MAN/WOMAN WILL CRY WHEN A 
DOG DIE$ , BUT COULD NOT GIVE 
TWO $HIT$ WHEN ANOTHER HU-
MAN IS KILLED IN A FIRE ACCI-
DENT? THAT I$ ALSO INTER$TING 
IF NOT FA$CINATING. BLOOD 
ANDORGAN$ ARE $UPPO$ED TO 
MAKE PEOPLE GO ‘ERRRRR’ WHEN 
THEY $EE IT, BUT THEY ARE  WHAT 
KEEP$ THEM ALIVE. FUCKING BI-
ZARRE. 
ANYONE WHO $AY$ THEY GET 
WRITER$ BLOCK IN ANY WAY ARE 
PI$$ING LYING BECAUSE LIFE 
IS RIFE WITH STRIFE TO WRITE 
ABOUT.

How does hard music carry all the 
emotion you talk about earlier? 
 
 
MAYBE THAT I$ THE BEAUTY OF AU-
DIO REFLECTIVE VISION$. IT GIVE$ 
EACH INDIVIDUAL A CHANCE TO 
EXPRE$$ THEMSELVE$ AND EXPE-
RIENCE WITHIN THEIR OWN DIRECT 
THOUGHT$ JUST HOW THE $OUND 
MAY MIRROR IMAGE THEIR VIEW$ 
OR CERTAIN EXPRIENCE$ THEY 
HAVE ON VARIABLE $UBJECT$ AND 
$CALE$. PEOPLE LOVE TO ‘AIR’ 



DIMISS, YET ABSCONDED WASP 
FOR ASPIRING TO “FUCK LIKE A 
BEAST”) WHOSE HUSBANDS LIKE 
SOCCER, BEER AND A FUKK EVERY 
SATURDAY NITE AFTER A HARD 
WEEKS 9 TO 5 OF THE SAME OLD 
SAME OLD ETC(WHILE STILL 
DENYING DOWNLOADING PORN)... 
HEY MAN! IT’S YR CHIOCE TO DO 
THAT. YOU KNOW IT’S FUKKED SO 
WHY EVOLVE INTO WHAT YOU AL-
READY KNOW? DANGEROUS, BUT 
DISGUISED BY LIFE IN A CLEVER 
WAY. THE WRITING IS ON THE WALL 
FOR A LIFE OF CONVEYOR BELT 
ACTIVITY. SO I GUESS IT IS A PLAT-
FORM OF SORTS TO HAVE MU$ICK 
AS WAY OF VENTING FRUSTRATION 
OR WHATEVER EMOTION YOU CAN 
RELATE TO WITH WHAT YOU HEAR. 
LIFE CHANGES AND SO PEOPLES 
WAYS, THOUGHTS, 
ENVIRONMENTS, SITUATIONS 
WHATEVER THEY MAYBE CHANGE 
RADICALLY ETC , SO IT CAN BE 
BASED UPON MOODS GAINED 
FROM THAT PERSPECTIVE TOO I 
FEEL. TECHNOLOGY CHANGES... 
THAT IS A BIGGIE. 
THEN AGAIN THERE ARE AMAZING 
BANDS LIKE BULLET FOR MY 
VALANTINE, MY CHEMICAL 
ROMANCE OR LINKIN PARK WHO 
ARE ALL MEN OF THE WORLD( 
THEIR RECORD COMPANYS WILL 
BACK THEM UP ON THAT AND 
ALSO MAKE UP SUPER STORIES OF 
THEIR OUTLANDISH WAYS, PARIS 
HILTON PISTOL WHIPPING AND 
DRUG ABUSE OR HELPING THE 
3RD WORLD FAMINE IN PRIVATE, 
BUT REST ASSURED YOU WILL BE 
TOLD) ... CHESTER, FUKKIN HELL. 
PS. WHAT HAPPENED TO BLINK 
182. AH! TOONS >;-) THE GOOD 
TIMES ARE BACK AGAIN TOM. YES 
DEREK!

Do you think you’ll ever stop 
making music? 
 
NOPE! I SHALL BE SINGING, OR 
SHOUTING IN THE SHOWER AT 90. 
(i know all of grindhallerxxx do and 
are as we speak) I CA’NT DO 
ANYTHING ALSE AT ALL. FUCK AND 
EAT, THAT’S ABOUT IT. OH, AND 
DOWNLOAD PORN. BRAZILLIAN 
AND ASIAN. AND 
DORA THE EXPLORER.

ABLE. THEY HAVE THE “ I WAS IN 
A BAND IN HIGH SCHOOL ONCE “ 
ATTITUDE. “ WE DID A COVER OF 
‘YOU REALLY GOT ME’ BY VAN 
HALEN HAHAHA!( THEY DON’T 
KNOW WHO RAY DAVIS IS. “ DOES 
HE PLAY BALL FOR ATLANTA???” ) 
HARD MU$ICK IS JUST A WAY OF 
TALKING TO SHORTEN THE WORD 
QUEUE DOWN. SOME CAN, SOME 
CANNOT. LOOK AT THE VARIOUS 
GENRES OF HARDCORE AND GO 
FIGURE THAT ONE OUT FOR YOUR-
SELF. AND HAHAHAHAHAHA, I 
DON’T NEED TO MENTION NAMES 
AS THOSE WHO KNOW REALLY 
DO KNOW!!! IT’S LIKE LIFE REALLY. 
HARDCORE YOUNG BANDS OF-
TEN SAY, AH FUKK I WISH I HADN’T 
HAVE SAID THOSE LYRICS ETC, 
BUT THAT IS GROWING UP AND 
WITH YOUR MU$ICK. I FOUND I 
JUST COULD NOT DESCRIBE IN 
WORDS WHAT I THOUGHT AS IT 
WAS TOO BAD TO RELAY VER-
BALLY. I MEAN WHEN SOMEONE 
IS GONNA STAB YOU DO YOU 
SCREAM OR DO YOU SAY “ STEADY 
ON, THAT IS VERY SHARP” WELL..... 
I JUST SHRIEK!!! THEN AGAIN, THE 
MIKE BOLTON WAY WOULD BE 
THUS ---” OH BABY , THE KNIFE 
HURT WHEN U STABBED MY ASS 
REAL GOOD AND LAUGHED AT ME 
BLEEDING PROFUSELY ON THE 
FLOOR IN WRITHING AGONY AND 
NOT TO MENTION THE EMOTIONAL 
STRESS YOU CAUSED FOR THE 
LAST 12 YEARS, OH BABY I LOVE 
YOU ... YA DIG??? 
ERM, JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE? 
WELL,(SEE ABOVE)... THE PEOPLE 
THAT WRITE HIS SONGS FOR HIM 
JUST HAVE IT DOWN TO A FINE 
ART, END OF...” LOVE SONGS.” 
VERY SAFE AND FINANCIALLY 
REWARDING TO THE ABOUT TOWN 
RECORD LABELS. POTENTIALLY 
DANGEROUS DUE TO THE BELIEF 
IN THE LYRICS OF MILLIONS OF 
CRAZED HOUSE WIVES AND UND-
ERAGED GIRLS ( WHICH THE CEN-
SORS SEEMED UNFAZED BY AND 

FROM COUNTRIES LIKE THAT, BUT 
I FUCKING WELL DO BECAUSE 
THE POOR FUCKER HAS TO LIVE 
THERE, HE TELLS ME. HE HAS TO 
PUT UP WITH THAT BULLSHIT ON 
A DAILY BASIS... OF COURSE HE’S 
GONNA WRITE SOME FUCKED 
UP MU$ICK!!! BECAUSE THAT IS 
WHAT LIFE IS TEACHING HIM TO 
DO.(MACDONALDS COMMERCIALS 
IN VENEZUELA HAVE GUYS WITH 
MASKS SERVING BEHIND THE 
COUNTERS GETTING BLOW JOBS 
OFF LADYMEN AND POOR FARM-
ERS ON ACID PROVIDED BY THE 
GOVERNMENT)... IT IS AMAZING 
WHAT YOU CAN DO MU$ICKALLY 
WHEN YOU ARE BACKED/CAGED 
INTO AWKWARD SITUATIONS. 

 LIKE CASEY CHAOS. AT 
ONE POINT HE WAS LIVING BASI-
CALLY ON THE STREET DUE TO HIS 
WELCOMED AND LAUDED STUB-
BORNESS TO AGREE/ CONFIDE 
AND ‘GO ALONG’ WITH ALL THE 
LIES OF A RECORD COMPANY WHO 
KNOW NOTHING ABOUT YOU OR 
YOUR MU$ICK, THEY JUST KNOW 
HOW TO MAKE MONEY FROM YOU 
TO THEIR ADVANTAGE. HE WAS 
EATING UDON PISSING NOODLES 
FROM THE SAME PLACE I WAS 
EATING AT ON SUNSET AND VINE. 
$1 PER BOWL AND IT WAS LIKE 
PI$$ AND ELASTIC! WITH FLOAT-
ING JERKY !!! THE FOOD ACTUALLY 
HAS MORE INTELLIGENCE THAN 
THE LABELS PRESS SHEET PEOPLE 
HAVE. HE WAS WALKING PAST 
STORES WITH AMEN T SHIRTS HE 
WAS GETTING NO MONEY FROM 
AND LOOKING AT THE DESIGNS 
THINKING, “ FUCK! I DID THOSE DE-
SIGNS IN MY BEDROOM.” HE EVEN 
BOUGHT THE FIRST AMEN CD LAST 
MONTH ON TOUR WHEN I WAS 
WITH HIM ON LIMITED RE ISSUE 
THRU A POLISH LABEL HE HAD NO 
CONTROL OVER BECAUSE THEY 
FUKKING LIED TO HIM. THEY ALL 
THINK PUNK IS A MOHICAN, SID 
VICIOUS AND THE WORD ‘FUCK’.... 
OH, AND SPITTING OR GOBBING. 
THESE PEOPLE ARE UNBELIEV-
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Text: Bones

Crack Babies



These little characters are Crack 
babies. They are the creation of Mr 
If. He’s been doing them for about 7 
years. We chatted to Mr If about the 
Crack babies. It turned out a bit weird, 
but we thought that it would make an 
interesting read. 

Why are they called Crack Babies?

From smoking crack and getting the 
piss taken out of me by my crew, I 
started drawing them and the name 
stuck. I was goin’ through a pharma-
expermiental phase. It was a heady 
time of getting fucked, fucking and 
fucking shit up. I would turn up to 
paint, fucked up and dirty, and Fat 
Shawn gave them the name. 

Mr If, where did the Crack Babies 
come from?

Somewhere deep inside my head. 
They turned up in my head one day, 
first like voices, like an inside voice of 
positivity. They made me write really 
offensive things on my pieces. The 
only way I can explain it, is that they 
were like a crowd that was on my side 
and I could hear them.

How did they end up looking the way 
they do?

I guess that was the way they wanted 
to look. First their eyes used to stretch 
out of their heads and had teeth. Then 
age set in and they matured. 

So, why did you start painting them?

They came out when I was writing, 
making me draw them, so I ended up 
being split between doing normal graff 
and doing Crack babies. Everywhere 
I’d paint, I’d have to do Crack babies. 
And to make thing worse, I had to 

draw them on stickers, hundreds 
of stickers. I’d be watching TV and 
just be doing rolls of stickers. And 
that’s how it was preferred, stickers 
everywhere. I was traveling a bit at 
the time so the Crack babies came 
on tour with me. We got in some 
good trouble. It was fun to have them 
around.

Then what?

Then they wanted to say things, little 
phrases or just one word. It was 
funny to see what would come out 
sometimes. I was seeing a lot of Solo 
One’s post office stickers so I started 
them. It gave the Crack babies the 
chance to say what they wanted to.

What was their goal?

Their goal was to be able to control 
the body. They wanted to see what it 
was like to have a body, to feel reality 
and be real for once. So, we arranged 
a two-week period and slowly, me 
let them control the body for two 
weeks. It was all documented and 
it was strange to see the things that 
ended up happening. We would go 
shoplifting, stealing useless things. 
And make noises where it would 
be embarrassing for me. It ended 
up being an incredibly chaotic time 
physically and mentally. It was well 
weird living with an extra voice in 
your head and then to let it push 
the control buttons – sitting in the 
passenger seat in my own head. 

Tell us about the ‘I Love You’ series…

We fell in love, with the most beautiful 
person we’d ever met. The Crack 
babies had found someone they 
liked as much as me and we all had 
a great time. She understood and 



encouraged the Crack babies’ voices.
Then she went away for three months. 
During that time they were the most 
vocal. We spent a lot of time together, 
talking and planning all day. Drawing 
books full of their stories and ideas. 
It looked like I had no eyes, from 
missing so much sleep and professing 
our love, for the world to see. And I’d 
never been in love like that before. It 
was sick.

How did other writers react to them?

They liked them, I think. It was funny 
to see their reactions to something 
emotional, when that world is fuelled 
by pure machismo. I think the 
offensive stuff was better received. 
Me and the Crack babies were trying 
to see what kind of stuff we could 
say to offend people. It’s a strange 
thing being offended by words. And 
as a sub-group of society we tried to 
break down any barriers, to remove 
any power from words, thinking that 
was a way to break free of normal 
conventions. Or we were just trying to 
piss people off. I can’t remember.

When did they leave?

When the bad times happened. 
They’ve still not come back to help 
me.

So, what’s next for you?

A book about the whole story, a 
clothing line, a theme park, solo 
exhibitions, a heart valve replacement 
operation that goes wrong, collabs 
with bare mans.

Last words?

We try, we die.
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[the invasion of the disco snatchers]
ichiban disco[unt] socialism 
(Aahhhhh) haunting the dance floor 
the disco socialism virus is:: slowly 
but determined this new Saturday 
night fever control of club and rave 
take:: more virus, we need, must 
have:: evoked from the past and 
clone it we then did (Aahhhhh) of 
ears you’re disco are made but deaf 
the future of funky disease disco 
socialism is not:: more and more all 
of your disco are belong to us:: who 
controls the ears, the disco does 
control. 
# 
delicious ears these predecessors 
of disco socialism have:: mapping 
the histrionics of the disco socialist 
swarm:: Haitian voodoo:: sacred 
rhythms in illegal jungle raves 
German jazz jugend during Nazi 
reign:: swing heil that white ass 
booty!! Sufi masters under Taliban 
regime. hiphop fighting the WASP 
moral majority:: sampling is a right! 
tribalist nomadic rave resistance:: 
crusties bling blinging. Pythagoras:: 
equalling with the harpsichord the 
universe does the Jungle Association 
of Autonomous Astronauts massive 
(Aahhhhh):: binary polyphonic sound 
system culture for outer space from 
sonic fiction to social fact dance with 
different ears disco socialism does. 
# 
nonresistant islands impossible to 
map were being contaminated:: 
pierced with hexagon dance flash 
of syxy breakbeat (Aahhhhh) 
scooped out with nunchaku 
(Aahhhhh) (Aahhhhh) (Aahhhhh):: a 
huge dancefloor full breezers and 
Heineken was. (Aahhhhh) these, that 
one approach, a sum use from the 

Text: Wilfried Hou Je Bek

Image: unknown

Disco Socialism



filter -10dB/decade to of first filters of 
order compensated is. 
It is right at within +/-0.05dB over 
9.2hz (44100 Hz speed that test). the 
profit of the unity is in permanent 
revolution, but the numbers at the 
end of each line may be regulated 
climb:: disco socialism reclaims 
the algorhythms. when ‘club’ put 
together of the number all similar 
chance has, precise as that () the 
position through the edge caused, 
the disco socialism will an almost 
Gaussian flat distribution have. the 
weirdest shizzle disco socialism is 
(Oohh) (Aahhhhh).
# 
of ears this virus is made:: kunnen 
baby, u dit behandelen? kunnen 
baby, u dit behandelen? kunnen 
baby, u dit behandelen? ik denk niet 
dat u dit behandelen kan:: we have 
obtained the brains (obtained the 
control center) we have obtained the 
looks (obtained the DJ booth) permit 
us the great quantity of it marks the 
socialism of the disco (the socialism 
of the disco of (Oohh) (Aahhhhh) the 
socialism of the disco:: reclaim the 
dancefloor (obtained the ears) (Oohh) 
(Aahhhhh). 
# 
when we reclaim to be the control 
post we wholeheartedly agree with 
comrade disco socialist view point, 
but like the typical disco socialist 
joint these go it is a movement, 
a process of becoming, invisible, 
forget the DJ the disco is that I got 
the disco, that mine frequencies 
temporary and resonate your 
eardrums at banger anthems broad 
shouldered 51% comrades, that YOU 
turned us into Alta Vista Cult:: more 
conventionally not find will using 

“Kunnen baby, u dit behandelen? 
Ik denk niet dat u dit behandelen kan”



Google, move the freephase and the 
generator crank it on at the gigawatts 
at disco-fascists that manage it 
with the potshots, the plot mittens 
for these under zero condition:: we 
think you can make lots of original 
disco socialist (Aahhhhh) (Aahhhhh) 
material (Aahhhhh). 
disco socialist song lines:: the 
music does the comrades together 
combination the middle-classes of 
song lines and the rebel comes:: 
sing along cartography for public 
space of disco-scape (obtained the 
islands we have) (Aahhhhh). you not 
need expensive shoes to navigate/
dance in socialist disco space you 
need:: hum hum human beatbox 
to the renegade breakbeat science 
while following ears (we obtained 
the maps) (Aahhhhh) (snatch it we 
did). are you infected yet discoyen? 
losing it’s spatial dimension the 
disco is, becoming invisible the disco 
is (Aahhhhh) no dr. octagon can 
cure:: no dr. polygon can save the 
greasy disco of yesterday:: the right 
to be ‘poor’ disco deserves:: disco 
socialism the word and the motion is. “we think you can make lots of original 

disco socialist (Aahhhhh) (Aahhhhh) 
material (Aahhhhh)”







“Art does not come to lie down in the 
beds that have been made for it; it 
runs away as soon as anyone utters 
its name: it likes being incognito. Its 
best moments are when it forgets 
what it’s called.”

French artist Jean Debuffet is 
generally thought to have developed 
the term Art Brut, referring particularly 
to art created from those on the 
fringes of society, free from cultural 
conditioning, and particularly outside 
the influences of artistic traditions, 
schooling and institutions. These 
people, because of their solitude and 
the purity of their creative impulses, 
are able to produce a more ‘raw’ and 
true art. He argued that mainstream 
culture was able to assimilate every 
new development in the world and art, 
and so, render it powerless. The only 
solution was art from those who could 
not be assimilated by society, and 
therefore mainstream culture; inmates 
of psychiatric hospitals, loners, 

misfits, prisoners, marginalised people 
of every sort. 

At the same time new paradigms 
for artistic expression in the late 
nineteenth century, the evolution of 
modern art, lead to an appreciation 
for unplanned art, more reflective 
of spontaneous flow of thought. 
Abstraction became popular, as did 
art that was perceived to be free from 
social constraints. This led naturally 
to the search for art from those who 
embodied this exclusion from society, 
predominantly the insane. Madness 
was also seen by Romantics to 
provide access to profound truths and 
so fascination for the art of the insane 
was born.

Aside from individual artistic merit, 
the art of the insane offers many 
fascinating insights. From the early 
preoccupation with this genre, 
psychologists strove to learn about 
the workings of the mind from 

patients’ artistic work, while therapists 
saw the relieving, calming power of art 
and its potential for providing insight 
into the ‘broken mind’ in the hope of 
finding a cure. 

For artists, the art of the insane 
explores new artistic landscapes 
unfettered by culture. And for 
historians, the art provides a window 
into the world of the asylum.

For all of us, it provides a fascinating 
inroad into the minds of those on the 
peripherals of society. It allows those 
whose voices are often suppressed 
or interpreted, an outlet for their 
own expression, a way to speak 
their own minds. And because these 
outpourings are expressed in the 
universal language of visuals, they 
provide a bridge for us to find our 
connection with the creator, to teach 
us that that which we consider Other, 
and alien to our own experience, is 
not so far removed after all.

Text: Risha Chande
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Image – A standard grey institutional jacket 
embroidered by Agnès Richter, a patient in an asy-
lum in Austria.  The embroidery is so prolific that 

much of it is illegible and the words seem to disap-
pear into the seams.  However you can make out 
words on the jacket like ‘I’, ‘mine’, ‘my jacket’, ‘my 
white stockings…., ‘I am in the Huberusburg [the 
hospital she was incarcerated in]/ ground floor’, 

‘children’, ‘sister’ and ‘cook’, and, most famously, 
on the inside Richter has embroidered ‘1894 I am / 
today woman’  a final bid to stake some claim to a 

place, an identity of her own; and a voice that 
reaches out and evokes empathy for her life and 

her loss of liberty.



An interview with South African 
Afro-Electro duo Sweat X’s Markus 
Wurmstorm and Spoek Matambo

How would you describe 
your music?

Markus: A canary in the mineshaft of 
freedom, if you catch my drift. There 
are two sides to our music — the 
live side and the recorded side. You 
can play our records when you’re 
getting ready to go out — songs 
about romance, girls and their bodies. 
Whereas our live show is some sort of 
pagan African dance ritual, we don’t 
want anything from you. We just want 
to make you sweat! 

Spoek: Fun. Black sweat. 
Progressive. Hip. Sensitive. African 
Electro. I try to be sensitive to what’s 
in the air, what’s in the future and the 
past. It’s aware — self aware, socially 
aware — and on the flipside, totally 
escapist selfish and fun.  We’ve got 
heaps of material that hasn’t been 
used that’s going to kind of smash 
people’s idea of what we are and 
could be. We’re quite project oriented 
and so we like to play in different 
areas — making up the future with all 
the ideas we have and always trying 
to challenge ourselves. Dance is 
probably the central tie-together

How did you come up with the 
name Sweat X?

Markus: We were looking for 
something that was loud, simple and 
suggestive. Sweat.X stuck. It also 
gets abbreviated to S.X

Spoek: I like how Sweat.X or S dot X 
is a censored version of sex!

What inspires your style and your 
ideas?

Markus: Our ideas all come from 
stories and private jokes from our 
lives. As far as style goes, we gather 
ideas from the season’s fashion and 
make it our own.

Spoek: Everything. I hang thick 
through all kinds of society, read a 
lot of books, magazines, watch a lot 
of everything. We’re influenced by 
experiences, places people — from 
kwaito and booty bass to global 
warming to the rise of Chippendales. 

Sometimes it’s just based on 
madness, other times we’re assisted 
by chance, genius and other people. 

When are you happiest?

Markus: When you’re paying.

Spoek: When I’m snogging girls, 
eating ribs, dancing with Ana, wearing 
purple pants and watching Seinfeld 
with my granny. 

What’s the funniest thing a fan has 
ever said or done at a gig?

Markus: Well, we’ve played at some 
rowdy parties and we always get 
people to get busy on stage around 
us. The only drawback of this is that 
there always seems to be some fat, 
middle-aged guy who wants to chat, 
saying things like “What does this 
machine do?” or “Nice top, is that 
MHI?” Alternatively, while playing in 
Paris I had a bunch of girls around 
me, all kissing my neck and cheeks, 
while I was trying to concentrate. 
Perhaps the strangest thing, certainly 
the silliest thing, that’s happened to 
me will have to be the time this girl 
(who I don’t know) came and stood 
on stage next to me, which I don’t 
mind at all. What I did mind is when 
she started trying to buy cocaine 
from me while I was performing live. 
After tolerating her for a few minutes 
I made it very clear to her that I don’t 
sell, or do, cocaine and I don’t have 
a number to call, where upon she 
swore at me and stormed off.

Spoek: Ha ha ha. A girl at a gig once 
said to me, “Fuck off and get a real 
job!!”

What are you listening to at the 
moment?

Markus: The Tuss, and The Battles

Spoek: Lank soul and old love songs. 
I’m all mushy and in love again. On 
the other side, I’m listening to so 
much grime! I’m really excited by 
all the hip-hop derivative stuff that’s 
happening around the world. Pathetic 
dinosaurs try to say hip-hop is dead 
but that’s because they’re stuck in 
archaic ideas of what it has to be 
or could be. There’s real hot funk 
happening all over the world. The 
same is happening with grime and 
dub-step in Europe. Really strange 

Text: Parusha Lewis
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http://www.myspace.com/sweatx 


hip-hop is happening in Australia and all over there’s 
electro, rap, snap and crunk. The landscape is dead 
exciting! It’s like a new world pops up everyday. 

Where did you go on your European tour and what 
was it like?

Markus: UK, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Sweden and 
Denmark. It was dead cool and damn funny — playing fly 
shows, partying with strangers, wrecking hotel rooms and 
tray surfing down the stairs into the lobby.

Spoek: It’s our first set of European shows ever and we 
did it with real style and got the greatest reception! It was 
wild to see the love that we got. I was stunned by things 
like people in Paris rapping along to songs — knowing 
the lyrics just off our Myspace. Party girls and boys of the 
world unite!! 

What’s the best thing anyone’s ever posted on your 
Myspace page?

Markus: We once posted a comment on our own page, 
which read, 
“Well, this is awkward...”

Spoek: Wedding proposals. For me the awkwardness is 
how much trouble Myspace has caused in my love life.

How did the New York label Citinite find you?

Markus: Myspace 

So, your EP is out?

Spoek: Yes. So look out for it. But also keep your eyes on 
our Myspace for more exclusive tracks and mixes. We got 
a surprise for the world!

What are your plans for 2008?

Markus: It’s tough to say where we’re going to be playing. 
I think we’re going to be in Europe though.

Spoek: We’re going to spend more time touring — loads 
more time touring around the world. The full album is 
going to drop. We’re developing a new sound. We’re dead 
excited about that! I want to sing a lot more, learn a lot 
more about production. The plan is to keep challenging 
ourselves. We could keep doing what we’re doing, but 
we’re 80s babies with short attention spans, so expect a 
couple of reinventions.



“Yeah, we’re screwed. The robots think we taste like 
crispy breakfast treats,” was the response of blogger Clive 
Thompson, to a robot in development at the Personal 
Robot Research Center, in 2006. This robot has wine-
tasting ability via laser beam. When a particular wine is 
distinguished, it can identify the brand and the taste. But 
when a cameraman put his hand up to the robot’s sensor, 
he was identified as bacon (Thompson, 2006). 
It is common that robots are used to build cars, assist the 
disabled and handle complex computations. Bomb robots 
are used in Iraq to clear buildings, and sniffing robots can 
be used to find survivors in rubble after an air strike. These 
machines are built to be intelligent, which means that they 
can identify and analyse what they have been 
programmed to. 
 
Although most are limited by programming, more robots 
are being built and designed to operate independently of 
human management. If machines were to ever become 
fully autonomous, then this question must be asked, 
“Do you really believe a machine thinks?” as phrased in 
Moxon’s Master, by Ambrose Bierce in 1909. This short 
story was written before computers and AISMO, the 
humanoid robot. Bierce touches on this subject well ahead 
of his time.  Clive Thompson’s comment is humorous, 
but slightly suggestive of the danger posed by artificial 
intelligence, presented by Bierce in the story. Will robots 
ever be able to think, or feel emotion? Judging by his story, 

Bierce would say yes.  A robot can record information and 
apply it to similar events. For example, robots with voice 
recognition technology record the pitch, volume, and 
tone of a spoken word. Those recorded sounds are then 
attached to information. From then on, when the robot 
recognises that word, it can perform a task assigned to 
its sound. This is an example of how robots ‘learn.’ But is 
this really learning? Many argue that it is not, because a 
robot’s tasks must always be programmed before it can do 
anything at all. 
 
Several stimulus-response mechanisms, operating 
simultaneously in one robot, can create elaborate behavior 
that seems intelligent. But the robot does not have the 
ability to assign meaning to a sound on its own (Tesler, 
2005). The robot is programmed; given a meaning, and 
then programmed again; with the sound that will be 
assigned to that meaning or task. Moxon’s robot could 
operate independently of human control. For example, 
when Moxon goes to check on his automaton during his 
conversation with the narrator, he comes back, his face cut 
from a scuffle. His response to the narrator, when asked 
what happened, is that it was caused by his folly in leaving 
a machine in action with nothing to act upon (Bierce, 
1909).
 
Although variables can be changed and set to make a 
robot perform functions differently, in different situations, 

Text: Carlton Purvis
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one of the main things that set people apart from robots, 
is the presence of feelings. Not only did Moxon’s robot act 
on it’s own, it was ‘bored,’ and acted almost like a human 
child. It’s safe to assume that Bierce did believe that one 
day we would have the technology to make something so 
human that it would have feelings and be able to recognise 
a blow to it’s ego. When Moxon beats his automaton in a 
game of chess, it kills him (Bierce, 1909). 

Even if these chemical reactions could be duplicated, 
wouldn’t robots still be devoid of life? Moxon argued that 
the function of a machine fits well into the philosopher 
Herbert Spencer’s definition of life: “A definite combination 
of heterogeneous changes, both simultaneous and 
successive, in correspondence with external coexistences 
and sequences.” Moxon believed his robot was capable 
of acting based on responses to external stimuli (Bierce, 
1909). Though, modern science defines life as the ability to 
grow and develop, reproduce, respond to external stimuli, 
and the capacity to evolve 
over time.

If it is the ability to think, without human interference 
that society seeks by creating more advanced artificial 
intelligence, then we can assume that Bierce may have 
thought that society may someday reach it’s goal. Robots 
still rely on human programming in order to complete 
functions, but the programmes used are becoming more 
advanced, allowing almost unlimited variables for them to 
choose from. 

Robot programming is being mapped and based on 
human brain functions. These new advances in artificial 
intelligence are being called cognitive computing (Markoff, 
2006). In 1977, the International Chess Champion, David 
Levy, won a match against one of the most advanced 
chess programmes created at the time. After the match, 
he told the creator that the machine’s moves seemed 
so crafty that he had trouble believing it wasn’t human 
(Johnson, 1986). Bierce was probably reflecting his own 
thoughts and concerns about the possibilities when he 
wrote Moxon’s Master. The story is a good example of a 
worst-case scenario in artificial intelligence.

images: Neatocoolville



Bones Magazine Internet TV Guide

Cameo

*Attack Me With Your Love
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6k4qHaHjuMI

Serbian rap music

*BRE BRE RAP
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXIJovfpzcw

Welcome to this issues TV guide 2.0, we’ve a nice selection 
of clips going through the amusing to the learn-how-to-

use-pure-data-because-its-well-good. We’ve got a Jumpstyle 
dance video, which is how we’re dancing in Gabba raves 
from now on and a inspiring talk from Ross Lovegrove.

The best thing being that you can just click the links and 
Bones will take you to the video. Bloody Genius!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6k4qHaHjuMI 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXIJovfpzcw 


Jumpstyle duo by Jumpforce

*Watch the best Jumpstyle dancing 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyAvaLsLFl8

Advert for Tarako pasta sauce

*Japanese pasta sauce advert
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5QlQkojQYI

Ross Lovegrove

*The power and beauty of organic design
http://www.ted.com/talks/view/id/27

Pure Data video mixer

*Make a software video mixer using Pure Data
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9Wy7eNpTkw

For more videos check the Bones Magazine Blog. We put 
stuff on there like nearly everday. We’ve already got some 

choice videos and a lot more good stuff.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyAvaLsLFl8 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5QlQkojQYI 
http://www.ted.com/talks/view/id/27 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9Wy7eNpTkw 
http://bonesmagazine.co.uk/project/news/2/
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The next Issue will be out in 
3 months.

The theme will be announced
on the website.

www.bonesmagazine.co.uk


